The proteinopathy of D169G and K263E mutants at the RNA Recognition Motif (RRM) domain of tar DNA-binding protein (tdp43) causing neurological disorders: A computational study.
One of the multitasking proteins, transactive response DNA-binding protein 43 (tdp43) plays a key role in RNA regulation and the two pathogenic mutations such as D169G and K263E, located at the RNA Recognition Motif (RRM) of tdp43, are reported to cause neurological disorders such as Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis and FrontoTemporal Lobar Degeneration. As the exploration of the proteinopathy demands both structural and functional characterizations of mutants, a comparative analysis on the wild type and mutant tdp43 (D169G and K263E) and their complexes with RNA has been performed using computational approaches. Molecular dynamics simulations revealed comparatively stable mutant structures compared to wild type tdp43. Both mutants show lesser binding affinity toward RNA molecule when compared to the wild type tdp43. Some of the observed features, including the increased solvent-accessible surface area, conformational flexibility as well as unfolding of tdp43, and the altered RNA conformation in tp43-RNA complex, reveal the susceptibility of these mutants to induce conformational changes in tdp43 for a possible aggregation in the cytoplasm. Particularly, the enhanced aggregation propensity of both mutants also evidences the higher probability of cytoplasmic aggregation of tdp43 mutants. Hence, the present analysis highlighting the structural and functional aspects of wild and mutant tdp43 will form the basis to gain insight into the proteinopathy of tdp43 and the related structure-based drug discovery. Thus, tdp43 can be used as target to develop novel therapeutic approaches or drug designing.